
ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

ITEM NO :1408  NEWPORT

Thank you for purchasing this quality product. Be sure to check all packing material carefully for small 
parts that may have come loose inside the carton during shipment.

Step 1  The Motion products are shipped KD 
and require the backs to be attached first.

TOOLS  REQUIRED : NO TOOLS REQUIRED

PART LIST

NO Description Sketch Quantity

A LAF/RAF 
Body

1

B LAF /RAF 
Back

1

C Middle back

1

D Middle body

1

E Console back

1

F Console body

1

G Home Thtr 
console  back

1

H Home Thtr 
console body 1

I RECLINER 
back

1

J RECLINER 
body 1

K Chaise  back

1

L Chaise body

1

M

N



Step 2*Position the back(B/C/E/G/I/K) of your recliner with the KD receiver 
positioned over the mechanism as pictured below .
 *Check to assure both sides of the mechanism are positioned inside of the KD 
receiver on the back frame, pushing in a downward motion from the top of the 
back frame until a clicking sound is heard.

Step 3:  M is the power line for Mechanism, N is the power line for headrest, before plugging the power 
supply, please connect M and N. 

After assembly is complete your product should look as seen below.  

MADE IN VIETNAM



Mechanism - Open

Mechanism - Close Headrest - Close

Headrest - Open

Memory Button USB Power Outlet will charge most
electronic devices

Front of Arm

Memory Button

Care should always be taken to assure there is nothing in the path of the mechanism before and during
operation

Open and Close Buttons
The open and close buttons will operate the function noted above by simply touching the button. To stop the mechanism in

your desired location simply remove your finger from the button
Memory Buttons

The memory buttons can be used to set your favorite reclining position or can be set as home / close completely. This
function is done by positioning the power recliner in your favorite position, press on one of the memory buttons for
approximately 5 seconds or until you see a flashing light. To set a memory button for return to home, make sure the power
recliner and power headrest are completely closed, press on one of the memory buttons for approximately 5 seconds or until
you see a flashing light

Memory buttons once they are touched and the mechanism(s) begin to move to their pre-set position can be stopped at
any time during the cycle simply by touching the memory button again

Operating Instructions for Styles Newport

（1408）
Caution: Read the Important instructions below before operating your power mechanized equipment
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